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INTRODUCTION

Digital Manufacturing is an integrated approach to manufacturing that is centred around a 
computational system using tools such as 3D technologies, robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and Augmented Reality (AR) and the integration between digital technologies for manufacturing 
processes and embedded digital technologies in products-services (IoT) to enable open and 
distributed manufacturing that can reshaped design, production, distribution and retail processes. 

The extent of applications ranges from large scale industrial systems, industry 4.0 and DIY/mini 
and micro factory up to digital service platforms and bottom up innovation processes, on-demand 
manufacturing, collaborative and on-site manufacturing as fab-labs and maker spaces, and repairing 
and remanufacturing systems.

UNIT OUTLINE

The learning unit explores the digital technologies and electronic devices field in general and focuses 
on its potential in the area of textiles and accessories. How to use subtractive manufacturing or 3D 
manufacturing for designing textiles or accessories? How to take advantage of digital fabrication 
and open source technology, digital technology and IoT?

A product system designer will support students in experimenting and learning practices and 
processes of Digital Manufacturing Design (DMD). 

This unit will expose students to the transformation taking place, throughout the world of fashion, 
in the way that products are being designed and manufactured. The transformation is happening 
through digital manufacturing and design – a shift from paper-based processes to digital processes 
in the manufacturing industry. The aim of the unit is to understand what DMD is and how it is impacting 
careers, practices and processes in companies both large and small. students will be introduced to 
the open source technologies, laser cutting machines and additive manufacturing and focuses on 
their potential in the area of fashion.

The knowledge and skills acquired from this unit compliments the 3D Software and Prototyping unit.

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND TEACHING AND LEARNING METHODS

• Digital design
• Digital manufacturing
• From paper to digital processes
• Digital Manufacturing Designs (DMD)
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of the unit, students will be able to: 

1. Explore drawing and digital craft processes using laser etching and cutting techniques to produce 
surface effects and patterns on materials;

2. Experiment with heat, colour and mark making processes on paper and fabrics learning new 
possibilities developing a range of samples for fashion;

3. Demonstrate knowledge and skills in using manufacturing technologies to produce various 
outcomes;

4. Acquire and develop knowledge and understanding of new fabrications using laser cutting and 
3D manufacturing processes, exploring surface manipulation. 

ASSESSMENT METHODS

In teams, students are required to develop a fashion project with digital manufacturing techniques. 
Students will be evaluated with a final presentation including slides and oral presentation.

Students are required to develop the assignment with the guidance of professors and teaching 
assistants. During working hours, students are required to work in class on their team assignment 
with teammates using machines to experiment. Moreover, during working hours each team will meet 
professors and teaching assistants to present their work-in-progress. 

READING AND RESOURCE LIST

Essential Reading and Resources

Zhou, Z.; Xie, S.; Chen, D. (2012) Fundamentals of Digital Manufacturing Science. Springer Series in 
Advanced Manufacturing. 

Geary, J.; Renshaw, D. (2018) 3D Printing & Laser Cutting: A Railway Modelling Companion. Crecy 
Publishing.
 

• Open source technologies
• Laser cutting
• Additive manufacturing

Lectures, workshops, interdisciplinary group-wok, problem-based leaning, and field trips.  
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